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1. INTRODUCTION
 .  4Let X, X , m be an atomless measure space, A , i g I, a family ofi
 4sets in X having finite measure and a , i g I, a collection of nonnegativei
 4real numbers, I an index set. A is said to be a-representable if therei
 4  .is a family of measurable sets E such that E : A , m E s a for alli i i i i
 .i g I and m E l E s 0 for all i and j in I, i / j. A classic result oni j
w xrepresentation of measurable sets is the following theorem in 1 .
 .  4THEOREM 1 Bollobas and Varopoulos . A is a-representable iffÂ i
m A G a 1 .D i i /
igF igF
for all finite subsets F of I.
The generality of this result is underscored by the facts that the measure
of the underlying set X can be infinity and the index set I is arbitrary, in
particular it can be uncountable. The proof requires the scalar version of
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Lyapunov's convexity theorem, the Krein]Milman theorem, and is rather
involved.
w xIt was recently exhibited in 5, 6 that Theorem 1 has important implica-
tions for the theory of large games and for games with private information.
However, since these authors work with finite measure spaces, the full
power of the theorem is really not necessary.
More generally, in many applications, it is quite likely that the set X is a
finite or a probability measure space. The purpose of this note is to
provide a simple proof for this case, using only the scalar version of
Lyapunov's convexity theorem and some elementary measure theoretic
facts.
A simple and elegant proof of the scalar version of the convexity
theorem, when the underlying measure space has certain additional topo-
w xlogical structures, is given in 4 . Thus, the proof in this paper will be useful
in the context of topological or metrizable spaces with finite measure.
 .If m X - ` then one can assume without loss of generality that I is
 .countable. In what follows it will be assumed that m X - ` and I will
denote the set of positive integers.
2. A PROOF OF THE THEOREM
In the proof of Theorem 1, the following two lemmas will be used.
Lemma 1 is a finite version of the theorem and has been used in a slightly
w x wdifferent form in the proof of Lemma 2 in 1 . It can be found in 2, p. 171;
x3, p. 74 . Lemma 2, whose proof requires Lemma 1, furnishes the essential
ingredient of the proof of Theorem 1. It asserts that given any pair of sets,
it is possible to make them disjoint in such a way that the relevant
inequality still remains valid with the new collection of sets.
 .  .LEMMA 1. Let X, X , m be an atomless measure space, m X - `. Let
 4  4A , . . . , A be a finite family of measurable sets of X and a , . . . , a a1 m 1 m
 .finite family of nonnegati¨ e real numbers. Suppose that m D A Gig F i
 4  4 a for any F : 1, 2, . . . , m . Then there exists E , . . . , E such thatig F i 1 m
 .  .E : A , m E s a and m E l E s 0 for i / j.i i i i i j
 .  .LEMMA 2. Let X, X , m be an atomless measure space, m X - `, and
 4I the set of positi¨ e integers. Let A be a collection of measurable subsetsi
 4  4of X and a a collection of nonnegati¨ e numbers, i g I. Suppose that Ai i
 4  .and a satisfy 1 . Then for any j and k in I, j - k, there exist sets B :i j
 .  .  .  .  .A and B : A such that: a B j B s A j A , b m B l B sj k k j k j k j k
 .  40, and c the collections A , . . . , A , B , A , . . . , A , B , A , . . .1 jy1 j jq1 ky1 k kq1
 4  .and a , . . . , a , a , a , . . . , a , a , a , . . . satisfy 1 .1 jy1 j jq1 ky1 k kq1
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 .Proof of Theorem 1. Clearly, if the sets are a-representable then 1
must be satisfied. Therefore, to prove the theorem, it suffices to show that
 .1 implies that the sets are a-representable. Towards this end, consider
the following triangular array of sets.
T11
T T12 22
T T T13 23 33
T T T T14 24 34 44
? ? ? ? ?
 .  .The properties of these sets are as follows. a T is A . b For any fixed11 1
n n  .n, T : A if i F n and D T s D A . m T l T s 0 for anyin i is1 in is1 i in jn
 . i F n, j F n, and i / j. c For any fixed n, the collections T , . . . ,1n
4  4  .  .T , A , A , . . . and a , . . . , a , a , a , . . . satisfy 1 . d fornn nq1 nq2 1 n nq1 nq2
any i G 1 and n G i, T = T .in i, nq1
The actual construction follows from Lemma 2. T is simply A . Lemma11 1
2 yields T and T by taking j s 1 and k s 2. Now suppose that12 22
T , T , . . . , T have been constructed for some n. Application of Lemma1n 2 n nn
 .2 to the pair T , A will yield the sets T , T , . . . , T , and say1n nq1 1, nq1 2 n nn
 .C . By applying Lemma 2 to the pair T , C , one obtains1, nq1 2 n 1, nq1
T , T , T , . . . , T , and say C . Thus successive applications to1, nq1 2, nq1 3n nn 2, nq1
each of the sets T , T , . . . , T leads in a finite number of steps to the1n 2 n nn
desired sets T , T , . . . , T , T .1, nq1 2, nq1 n, nq1 nq1, nq1
 . For any i, let P s F T . m P l P s 0 for i / j because m T li nG i in i j in
.  4  .T s 0 for n G max i, j . For any i, m T G a for every n G i. So,jn in i
 .m P G a . Lyapunov's theorem ensures that there exists E : P withi i i i
 .  4m E s a . This collection of sets E has the required properties. Thisi i i
completes the proof.
3. PROOFS OF THE LEMMAS
Now all that remains is the proofs of the two lemmas. Lemma 1 can be
w xproved by induction; see 2, 3 . There, it has been proved under the
 m . madditional hypothesis that m D A s  a . The two versions with oris1 i is1 i
without this equality are equivalent since the measure space is finite. If
 .strict inequality greater than holds, equality can be restored by defining a
m  m .new set and a new number by A s D A and a s m D A y0 is1 i 0 is1 i
m a .is1 i
The proof Lemma 2 is actually constructive. Naturally, it is difficult to
manufacture two disjoint sets with the required properties in one stroke.
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Therefore, a sequential approach will be taken. It will be exhibited that
there are sets with arbitrarily small intersections which satisfy the required
conditions. A limit argument will then complete the proof.
Proof of Lemma 2. Without loss of generality let j s 1 and k s 2.
 4  4Suppose that there are two decreasing sequences of sets P and Q suchn n
 .  .that: I A = P = ??? = P = P . . . , II A = Q = ??? = Q =1 1 n nq1 2 1 n
 .  .  .  .  .Q . . . , III P j Q s A j A , m P l Q F 1rn for each n,nq1 n n 1 2 n n
 .  .and IV Inequality 1 holds for any n when P and Q are substituted forn n
A and A , respectively. Then by letting B s F` P and B s F` Q1 2 1 ns1 n 2 ns1 n
 .  .  .it is easily seen that B j B s A j A , m B l B s 0 and the1 2 1 2 1 2
 4  4  .collections B , B , A , . . . , a , a , a , . . . satisfy 1 .1 2 3 1 2 3
 4  4In order to prove the existence of such sets P and Q it suffices ton n
show that given any e ) 0, there are sets P and Q such that P : A ,1 1 1 1
 .  .  .Q : A , P j Q s A j A , andm P l Q F e . Successive appli-1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1
cations to P and Q will then generate P and Q for any n.n n nq1 nq1
Let e ) 0 be given. Denote by F the set of nonempty finite subsets F1
of I such that 1 g F and 2 f F and by F the set of nonempty finite2
subsets F of I such that 2 g F and 1 f F.
 . w x w x.Suppose that either i for every F in F , m A _ A j D A1 1 2 ig F _14 i
 . w x w x.G  a , or, ii for every F in F , m A _ A j D A Gig F i 2 2 1 ig F _24 i
 . a . In the first case, let P s A _ A , and Q s A . In the secondig F i 1 1 2 1 2
 .  . case, let P s A and Q s A _ A . In either case, P j Q s A j1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1
.  .A and P l Q s B. It is easy to verify that the collections2 1 1
 4  4  .P , Q , A , A . . . and a , a , a , a . . . satisfy 1 .1 1 3 4 1 2 3 4
Therefore, posit that there are F g F , F g F and 0 - u F e such1 1 2 2
 . w x w x.  . wthat: A m A _ A j D A -  a y u and B m A _1 2 ig F _14 i ig F i 21 1
x w x.A j D A -  a y u .1 ig F _24 i ig F i2 2
 .Since m X - ` and F and F are finite, there exists m such that1 2
`  .m ) sup F , m ) sup F , and  a - ur2 . The finite collections1 2 ismq1 i
 4  4A , A , . . . , A and a , a , . . . , a satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 1.1 2 m 1 2 m
 4  .So, there exists S , S , . . . , S such that S : A , m S s a , and1 2 m i i i i
 .m S l S s 0 if i / j.i j
 .  . S : A and S : A in conjunction with A and B imply that m S l1 1 2 2 1
 ..   ..   ..A l A G u and m S l A l A G u . Let V : S l A l A1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2
  ..  .  .  .and V : S l A l A be such that m V s m V s ur2 . Lyapu-2 2 1 2 1 2
 .nov's theorem ensures the existence of such sets. Define P s A _ S j1 1 2
 .  .V and Q s A _ A j S j V . Clearly, P : A , Q : A , P j Q2 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
 .  .  .s A j A , and m P l Q s m V j V s u F e .1 2 1 1 1 2
It remains to be shown that for any nonempty finite subset F of I, the
 4  4  .collections P , Q , A , A , . . . and a , a , a , a . . . satisfy 1 . Clearly,1 1 3 4 1 2 3 4
 .  .it suffices to establish this i for any F in F and ii for any F in F .1 2
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 4Consider any F in F and let F s F _ m q 1, m q 2, . . . . F / B2 0 0
 w x.  w x.since 2 g F . m Q j D A G m Q j D A and, from0 1 ig F _24 i 1 ig F _24 i0
 w x.  .  .the construction of these sets, m Q j D A G m S q m V q1 ig F _24 i 2 10
 .  .  .  .  . m S s  a q ur2 . Moreover,  a q ur2 Gig F _24 i ig F i ig F i0 0 0
 .  . a since  a - ur2 . Therefore, 1 holds for any F in F .ig F i ig F _ F i 20
 .Analogous arguments can be used to show that 1 holds for any F in F .1
 .Therefore, the desired inequality 1 holds for every nonempty finite
subset F of I. This completes the proof.
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